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Terminal Busto Arsizio-Gallarate
The Terminal Busto Arsizio-Gallarate combines the
strength of a solid structure for the road-rail transhipment
with the advantage of a strategic position on the corridor
Rhine-Alpine.

The terminal was projected and realized according to the
most state-of-the-art planning technologies, in order to
combine efficient and quick work with safety and
environmental protection.

It is located in one of the major European economic areas,
20 km from Milan and 150 km from the port of Genoa. Its
railway position is optimal thanks to the connections both to
the north, via Luino, Domodossola and Chiasso, and to the
rest of Italy. It is accessible directly via motorway and
allows road vehicles to arrive easily to the trains and to
move quickly on to their final destination.

Every day dozens of trains connect the terminal with
destinations in Italy, Germany, the Netherlands, Belgium,
Denmark, Spain and Switzerland and perform a relevant
hub function within the European intermodal network.

Technical data

Terminal services
Internal customs office
Refreshment room
Restrooms and showers for drivers
Container charging station

Surface area

245,000 m2

Storage surface

26,000 m2

Crane modules

4

Gantry cranes

12

Additional services

Max. crane capacity

40 t

Transported units

Containers from 20‘ to 45‘
Swap bodies
Semitrailers

Customs weighing
Warehouse
Parking area

Shunting/line locomotives

6

Opening hours

Terminal tractors

6

Max. capacity per day

33 train pairs per day

Monday
Tuesday-Friday
Saturday

Semitrailer parking area

295

Total tracks

35

Transhipment tracks

13
3 x 520-540 m
2 x 610 m
3 x 715 m
5 x 695-760 m

Tracks for shunting and
11
parking from 500 m to 760 m
Maintenance tracks

5

Tracks for arrivals/departures 6
UIC code of Gallarate railway 83 01030 6
station

05:00 - 24:00
00:00 - 24:00
00:00 - 11:45

Contact
Hupac SpA
Via Dogana 8/10
I-21052 Busto Arsizio
info.it@hupac.com
Clients
Tel. +39 0331 373001 Fax +39 0331 382880
Operations Tel. +39 0331 373300 Fax +39 0331 381146

